I had my life figured out. Engaged to a successful man. About to make partner at my firm. Bought a high-rise apartment in downtown Denver. And then, poof, it's all gone. Now, like in some cheesy romantic comedy, my car has broken down in the pouring rain on my way "to find myself" in The Middle of Nowhere, Texas. Cue hot guy coming to my rescue and changing my tire. This is the part where we flirt and have a meet-cute, right? That's how it works in romance novels, and I should know - after all, I'm coming to Texas to write my own cowboy romance. But nope. This sexy cowboy lights into me about not being prepared for the country roads and how inappropriate my high-heeled boots are. Little did I know, Michael Montgomery would tilt my world into a new dimension with his sinful smirk and his bad attitude. Every time I turn around, he's there to reluctantly save the day. And every time, I think there may be something to that spark we ignite. But there's a reason the majority of country songs are about broken hearts. The closer I get to this man, the closer I get to learning the truth about cowboys.
The Beast of Beswick
by Amalie Howard

The Duchess Deal by Tessa Dare meets Taming of the Shrew in the start to a new Regency series from award-winning author Amalie Howard.

Lord Thane Harte, the Duke of Beswick, is more monster than man. Brutally scarred after a bayonet ambush during the war and scorned by society, he lives in seclusion on his country estate in Southend, England. And that's how he wants to remain.

But then the village's local spinster makes him an offer he can't refuse--her body for his name to save her sister.

Despite her ruined, shrewish reputation, Lady Astrid Everleigh is determined to have a proper Season for her younger sister. Though her future as a spinster is assured, she does not want her sister to pay for her mistakes.

But when her uncle pledges her sister's hand to a scoundrel of the first water, Astrid is forced to action. She makes a bold proposition to the recalcitrant Beast of Beswick--her body for his name. But stirring the beast may put everything at risk... including her heart.

Author Bio

Amalie Howard grew up in Trinidad & Tobago where she spent most of her childhood with her nose buried in a book or running around barefoot, shimmying up mango trees, and dreaming of adventure. She is the co-author of the adult historical romance series The Lords of Essex. As an author of color and a proud supporter of diversity in fiction, she has written articles on multicultural fiction that have appeared in The Portland Book Review and on the popular Diversity in YA blog. www.amaliehoward.com
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The Devil Is a Cowboy
by Lisa Renee Jones

New York Times bestselling author Lisa Renee Jones is back with another sexy, hilarious cowboy romance!

Landing a job photographing a small Texas town’s local festival for a home and garden magazine is the big break I need to finally take Samantha Wilson Photography (that's me!) to the next level. It's a cute town, but Jackson Yates, the big, brooding horse trainer who owns the Big J Ranch, isn't making life easy. The man has attitude, barely speaks, and yet still manages to look hot in jeans and boots while turning me down—professionally, of course. I don't want that man. Not at all (just a little).

No, he insists, I cannot photograph his ranch or his horses, despite their key role in the festival. Then, almost as if he's trying to push me out of town, he inadvertently causes my rental to flood. And with the festival in town, there's no place left for me to stay.

He's not exactly thrilled when he finds me on his doorstep, ready to move in, though. Sure, he agrees to let me stay, and help me fix the damage, but it's a business arrangement, nothing else. Still, there's a current of electricity between us, and suddenly our forced proximity doesn't feel so forced after all. They say the devil is in the details—or is it a pair of cowboy boots?

Author Bio

New York Times and USA Today bestselling author Lisa Renee Jones is the author of the highly acclaimed Inside Out series. In addition, both her Tall, Dark and Deadly series and The Secret Life of Amy Bensen series spent several months on a combination of the New York Times and USA Today lists. Since beginning her publishing career in 2007, Lisa has published more than 40 books that have been translated around the world. Booklist says that Jones's suspense truly sizzles with an energy similar to FBI tales with a paranormal twist by Julie Garwood or Suzanne Brockmann. Prior to publishing, Lisa owned a multi-state staffing agency that was recognized many times by The Austin Business Journal and also praised by Dallas Women Magazine. In 1998 LRJ was listed as the #7 growing women owned business in Entrepreneur Magazine.
My Darling Duke
by Stacy Reid

A Rogue of Her Own by Grace Barrowes meets Eloisa James in this new historical romance from Stacy Reid.

Miss Katherine Danvers is a desperate wallflower. Her family is on the brink of financial ruin, and it is up to her to save her mother and sisters from a life of indignities. So she transforms herself into the incomparable Kitty Danvers, the fiancé of the enigmatic and reclusive Alexander Masters, Duke of Thornton, once dubbed the mad, bad, and dangerous catch of the Season.

Ten years ago, society and the woman Alexander Masters loved called him a monster after a tragic accident left him scarred and confined to a wheelchair. His heart exists in cold, lonely exile until he learns he has a fiancé—a deceptive, clever, and utterly intriguing woman he's never met. Miss Danvers will now learn the consequences of engaging herself to the beast, for Alexander is determined to make her his. Soon they are involved in a chase, a clash of wills, and though he once vowed to never love again, he burns for the enchanting Miss Danvers. And denying his heart may cost him an exquisite love that happens only once in a lifetime.

Author Bio

Stacy is an avid reader of novels with a deep passion for writing. She especially loves romance and adores writing about people falling in love. Stacy lives a lot in the worlds she creates and actively speaks to her characters (out loud). She has a warrior way, never give up on her dreams. When Stacy is not writing, she spends a copious amount of time drooling over Rick Grimes from The Walking Dead, watching Japanese anime, and playing video games with her love, Dusean Nelson.
The Trouble with Christmas
by Amy Andrews

Return to Credence, Colorado, in this sexy and funny follow-up to Nothing But Trouble from USA Today bestselling author, Amy Andrews.

Author Bio

Amy is an award-winning, USA Today best-selling Aussie author who has written sixty plus contemporary romances in both the traditional and digital markets. She’s sold two million books and been translated into over a dozen languages.